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Part 1, titled as "Pure Logic Bible Excerpts", will be published in a

later time if ever, or needs be, as a true guide for

philosophy/ religious gatherings, academia, science. In later

chapters, I will include some excerpts.

Part 2, dedicates a lot on Pure Logic Studies and Analysis, of the

well "known" and published Christian/Catholic Bible.

I do not know why my books would ever be considered to have any

censure to the public. Other than that, we live still in an ancient

minded World. And that the new "common sense" logic is not

accepted, because it literally "ridicules", or rather puts a big

question mark on the logic of what most people believe.

When you open up your mind to Pure Logic, you really learn to

"think" right ! Or it gives you the correct frame of thought

capability, if you want to, or are capable of doing so.

The Christian/Catholic Bible has influenced a big part of the World.

It also influenced greatly my life. Sometimes positively, and

sometimes negatively. Until year 2005, I mainly believed entirely in

the Bible. Always applying, to contradictions or critique of others,

"a pound of reasoning and a kilo of faith", with all explanations I

had been taught or I asked about, and was given mostly an answer

of faith or a realistic one.
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Finally, I awoke to a always "subconscious" trend of my thought to

the Pure Logic concepts, developed by my person, and in further

development. I realized I had been quasy "brainwashed" from
childhood, to believe entirely the Bible, "so pena" of punishment by
this God, and also to be put aside by the evangelical Church.

So these are some reasons justifying, if any is needed, the writing of

this book, and my publications.

The following book and my writings are mostly entirely of my
originality, or I use my exclusive analysis methods or terminology
of previous ideas.

The belief structure of most christians/ catholics will be enunciated

and analyzed to some extent.

I do not have any fear of their God, not to add or take away to the

words of their Bible. I feel free to analyze their Bible publicly. As
they "stuffed it down" my throat publicly, indoctrinating me, in

their meetings, and my parents at home. And it is a public

published book.

%
Too many years have passed, and it is time for my books to be
published.

Religions occupy a legal right here in Canada, against "blasphemy",
and "ridicule", as far as I understand. I do not understand what this

really means civilly or "penally(this is a made up word of mine
probably)". As the Civil or Penal exposure, of christians/ catholics

and Bible publishers is first, as my pure logic will demonstrate.

Thus eliminating mine, if there were any in the first place.

One of the reasons of this is the "brainwashing" methods
mentioned above, to indoctrinate their followers, and "minors".

And anyway if what I write "offend", "ridicule", or "blaspheme",
or other found, or allegedly legal found infraction, their persona or

Religion in any way, it is a "truth" or "right analysis". And my new
Religion/ Philosophy/ Science, is based on advance in thought, in

true/pure/complete logic , and you cannot ban true logic/ analysis,
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unless we all are "immature children" yet. Rather the contrary

could occur, to the Bible, if the issue arose. Only that under the

premise, "you can believe, what you want", would be a saving logic,

the problem is, can you teach to anybody anything, or proselytize,

even if proven illogic or wrong logic ? So far, it seems that you can !

So why can't I teach and write analysis about anything I want ?

Teaching against what I do not believe as correct or logical, under

the same emphasis and authority, the Bible and christians/ catholics

so vehemently have and do.

They all preach against other religions and claim to have the only

truth ! So if I preach against them and reduce to the "absurdum",

plus using all other logic principles, additionally my new concepts

of pure logic, it won't be any logic "infraction", nor "ridicule", or

"blasphemy", much less "offence".

To my logic, my intellect has been offended too much by them
already ! But being equanimous, christians normally are wonderful

citizens and people, and of good morale. And make good couples,

and playmates for your children.

y|
Just because they are "exclusives", the same as most religions, and

that the Bible is so sacred to them, does not mean, that nobody can

publicly write against the Bible. Rather I have claimed this exclusive

right, with the terminology of Pure Logic Bible Analysis.

They sure have "enforced" the Bible on millions of people. I will

show these millions of people and all, that they are "naive" in their

beliefs, and are simply being controlled by these "livers" off the

Bible. A very ancient mentality book compilation of many writings,

d6ne primordially by the Catholic Church, and originally written

by believed to be "Jew" authors mainly.

The mention of catholics with christians, is because, according to

most accepted historians, the Bible was recompiled, and even

"edited", by the catholics. We will expound on some of this.

Pure Logic analysis principles are important to present, in most of

their conceptualizations as possible. Common sense, intelligent
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analysis, is an awakening mentality, and you will be engulfed by it.

It normally "hurts", to think for yourself. It is so easy to let others

think for you !

My philosophy/ science and new religion organization, www.Pure
LogicAreopagus.org , is based on bettering previous mind beliefs,

or the development of completely new beliefs. Old beliefs are

accepted, if they qualify in the pure logic principles. Would this be a

reason for all to believe or accept what is written in my books ? Mo !

But it would be difficult not to, if you are sincere with yourself !

If you find some repetitiveness in this book, it is only used to

emphasize, different points and issues.

The Pure Logic Bible Analysis and Studies/ therefore, covers in

scope and authenticity, all ideas and analysis of the Bible. We will

try and not analyze what is commonly known. Many books of

literature, academia and novels, make reference against the

christian/ catholic faith. I attempt to limit it to pure logic analysis,

and logic principles known in Philosophy and Science. Though I

will use what is known occasionally in the critique realm, of the

Bible, as reference or comparison.

The ideas and terminology of pure/true/complete logic bible and

pure logic, are exclusively mine. These ideas encompass all known
and unknown logic/ illogic, and my concepts of logic/ illogic, and

analysis and conceptualizations. All attempt to imitate or derivate

any works from mine, are against my originality, and authorship.

And can be easily sur-passed or better explained or defined by my
person. Or easily demonstrated their lack of authorship,

authenticity, or "knowledge of the matter in question". Pure Logic

is based on common available data. This therefore excuses any mis-

analysis, although most probably the general concept, could be

correct or sufficiently "getting to the point" enough.

Certainly most Theology, philosophy and Science academia will

have to migrate to my better logic and terminology. As biblical

theology, some Science, and some Philosophy, are quite failing of
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pure logic. You will be amazed at what is pure logic, and what

isn't !

You might say, why base "logic" on the Bible ? Rather, deliberate,

why, has the logic of the Bible governed so many minds, the same

as other religious beliefs, and not religious ones ? Well the general

answer is: because the human psyche has been structured to believe

something, for mental and emotional stability. As an easier road to

tread, than a different road than "the majority". Pure logic aims at

elevating all minds to the maximum mind and thought knowledge

of self-control, self-awareness, and understanding of life, in general

and in particular. As we will determine, life is or should be, and not

as it has been done so far, blindly with no real aim at a logic

objective, or outcome. If this would be possible pure logic inference.

£%. J
*

I will give a short definition of logic, that we will repeat later. In

Philosophy, logic is: the theory of deductive and inductive

arguments and aims to distinguish good from bad reasoning. As a

system: it is any system of, or art instance of, reasoning and

inference. Sensible rational thought and argument, rather than ideas

that are influenced by emotion or whim. Logic is the principles of

reasoning relevant to a particular field. Logic studies the

relationship between special events, situations, or objects, and the

inevitable consequences of their interaction.

Pure Logic is defined: in one instance, as the "logic" that is scientific

and not only philosophical. Pure Logic is all known and unknown
language semantics logic. Science and Evolution have isolated their

"logic" from philosophical logic. And Pure Logic unites them

inexorably, excluding religious illogical concepts currently defined

as such. The scientific method, under "pure logic", cannot escape

it's "logical" concepts. As all are "language" and reasoning, studies

and analysis.

Pure Logic, in another instance, uses all logic/ illogic known or

unknown to, analyze any data, situation, concepts, etc., to deduce

and/ or infer, or other, most probable explanations, reasoning, and

decision making, for a better understanding of the surroundings

and self, or the general or particular functioning of things or
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everything. Not needing to arrive to exact conclusions, but to the

most probable ones, or the more convenient ones, in contrast to the

most improbable ones and more inconvenient ones.

Logic inference and deduction are to be enunciated as such, and

pure logically amplified.

We will try to try to make reference to all or most instances of

definition of Pure Logic.

Rest assured that there are many logical concepts and ideas in the

Bible, but we first have to take out the chaff, to fully contrast, for

clear, or clearer pure logic ideas and concepts.

Well I can barely hold back, to start to completely write and redact

this book. . . ! So lets get to it. . .

!
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